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Apila Ediciones is a spanish editorial specialized in children’s picture books.
We want to tell stories about things that could happen to anybody.
We like beautiful drawings and precise words.
We want to narrate stories that make a light shine inside children
and wake up the child that is still inside adults.

Foreign Rights
Veronique Kirchhoff
http://www.verokagency.com
vero@verokagency.com
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Blue Monster
Olga de Dios
40 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-31-02
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-32-9
ISBN Galician: 978-84-17028-37-4

Price: 14 €

Rights sold to:
South Korea

This is the story of a group of friends who grew up
believing that they could play without thinking about
the consequences of their actions.
Will they learn to have fun without harming their
environment?
Blue Monster speaks to us about respect, living together
and empathy.
Blue Monster is the fourth book from the Pink Monster
Collection.
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Canizales
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years

collection

UA
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Magic
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ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-33-6
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-34-3
ISBN Catalan: 978-84-17028-39-8

Price: 14 €

Hi, I’m Coralina, a cool girl.
I’m sad because I can’t do anything right.
The plasticine figure I made for the ogre turned out
horrible.
The little forest animals want me to fix it with magic.
But I don’t know how to do magic.
What would you do in my shoes?
Magic is the fourth book from the Guapa Collection.
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A Box
Rodrigo Mattioli
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-23-7
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-24-4
ISBN Catalan: 978-84-17028-27-5

Price: 14 €

At last a package arrives that Alina has been so looking
forward to receiving.
But, from that moment on, things are not as she had
expected...
Is there a better toy than our imagination?
Another fun book from the Alina collection.
An entertaining story that children will relate to.
What if instead of getting angry because
of what we don’t have,
we enjoy what we do have?
A tale about the power of imagination.
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NEW
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Vera Galindo
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How do you see it?
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-38-1
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-42-8
The other day I discovered something amazing!
We don’t all see things the same way.
You do not believe it?
Price : 14 €

A journey through ART with the help of great
contemporary artists: Picasso, Basquiat, Frida Khalo,
Magritte, etc. Discover how they paint the things they
see and inspire them. And the best, how can you paint
them.
An book to discover the artist inside us.
How do you see it?
This book was awarded the Apila Primera Impresión
Award 2020 for best new author project.
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NEW September 2020
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Family Time
Olga de Dios
36 páginas 21,5 x 27 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN: 978-84-17028-36-7
This book shows any day in the life of families who face
the challenge of educating and learning.
Price : 16 €

Family Time is a journey through the fundamental
rights of childhood.
Where all voices count.
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New September 2020
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Blas!
Elena Hormiga
48 pages 26 x 22 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-40-4
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-41-1
Blas is a dog almost, almost, like other dogs. He likes to
run after the ball, look out on the balcony, go for a walk
... But there is something that makes him different, a
strange habit.
Do you want to meet Blas and find out why he is so
special?

Price: 17 €
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New September 2020
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Olga de Dios
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-939736-4-3
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-19-0
ISBN galician: 978-84-17028-07-7
Pink Monster is a story about the value of difference.
A story to understand diversity as an enriching element
of our society. Pink Monster is a shout out to freedom.
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Price c/ IVA: 14 €
Price s/ IVA: 13,46 €

Rights sold to:
China
Italy
South Korea
Japan
Portuguese (Brazil)
Portuguese (Portugal)
Turkey
Greece

This book was awarded the Apila Primera Impresión
Award 2013 for best new author project, the Golden
Pinwheel Award, (International Original Children’s
Picture Book Award) CCBF-Shanghai Children’s Book
Fair 2013 (China) and the Aurelio Blanco Award for
best project in the Applied Arts Family Book of the
Community of Madrid.
A great bestseller among children’s picture books
translated into fifteen languages.
Pink Monster’s tenderness and kindness make her
quickly become a favourite for all children.
Wonderful illustrations with a certain naïve touch that
immediately resonates with children.
A friendly and funny story that speaks about diversity
A story we can all identify with.
18th EDITION +100.000 COPIES SOLD
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Olga de Dios
40 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-943476-0-3
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-20-6
ISBN Galician: 978-84-17028-29-9

Price: 14 €

Rigths sold to:
China
South Korea
Japan
Spanish (EEUU)
Portuguese (Brazil)
Turkey
Euskera
Greece
Portuguese (Portugal)

A story about the value of sharing.
Yellow Bird invites us to take care of the planet on
which we live and to set our ideas free for the sake of
humanity.
Yellow Bird is the second book from the Pink Monster
Collection.
In this book we meet one of Pink Monster’s friends and
follow his adventures.
Through Olga de Dios’ fantastic illustrations, we learn
about the different birds and their continents of origin.
A simple and funny story that teaches us about
important issues such as climate change, overcoming
physical disabilities and migration.
The story of Yellow Bird also reminds us of the
importance of sharing our culture and knowledge.
5th EDITION + 35.000 COPIES SOLD
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Yellow Bird
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Olga de Dios
44 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-05-3
ISBN English:978-84-17028-21-3
ISBN Galician: 978-84-17028-35-0

Price: 14 €

Rigths sold to:
South Korea
Japan
Portuguese (Brazil)
Turkey
Greece
Portuguese (Portugal)

Three-Eyed Frog grew up in a polluted place.
She jumped up high to find out what was going on.
She soon discovered she wanted to change THINGS...
Will she manage on her own?
A story that gives us hope that we can find solutions in
common.
The story of another character from the Pink Monster
Collection.
A new picture book in which its famous author, Olga de
Dios, introduces themes of ethical and moral values to
young children.
SECOND EDITION + 25.000 COPIES SOLD
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Three-Eyed Frog
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Olga de Dios
44 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN: 978-84-17028-25-1
Tuto, Catalina and Kasper are Leotolda’s friends.
But, as they arrive at her home to spend the afternoon
together, she is nowhere to be found. While they start
to look for her, starts a journey full of fantasy and
discoveries. But where can Leotolda be and what will
she look like?
Price: 16 €

Rigths sold to:
France
Portugal

SECOND EDITION
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Leotolda
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Rodrigo Mattioli
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-15-2
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-16-9
ISBN Galician: 978-84-17028-28-2
ISBN Catalan: 978-84-17028-26-8
Alina decided to plant a tree
and everything began to change.
Sometimes a little decision is enough to transform
everything around us.
Price: 14 €

The first book from the Alina collection
Discover with Alina how important it is to take care of
the environment.
A charming story about love for nature with great humour and beautiful
illustrations.
How many birds are there?
How many rabbits can you find?
And how many fruits?
There are lots to count.
Rigths sold to:
Turkey
Portugual
South Korea
Poland

SECOND EDITION
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A Tree
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36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years

G

ISBN Spanish: 978-84-943476-6-5
ISBN Catalan: 978-84-17028-30-5
Hi, I’m the Witch.
I am very happy because I have an appointment.
I look very pretty, but not everyone thinks the same.
Do not stop giving me advice and I do not know
what to do.
They will reason?
Is it possible to please others and feel good
at the same time?
16

Price: 14 €

Guapa has been the winner of Premio Apila Primera Impresión 2016, dedicated to the best project from a novel
author and 2018 Fundación Cuatrogatos Award.
5th EDITION
Rigths sold to:
French (Canada and EEUU)
English (EEUU)
Spanish (Mexico)
Italy
Portuguese (Portugal)
Greece
Germany
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Canizales
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-09-1
A stone can seem quite insignificant.
But things can change and what was once
small turn into something very big. A picture
book to understand how not to judge others on
appearances.
Big is the third title of the Guapa Collection.
Price: 14 €

Rigths sold to:
Greece
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Big
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Canizales
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-14-5
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-17-6
The new mansion in the city is looking for employees.
Clement is a normal guy and he thinks that it will be
easy for him to get a job there because all the other
applicants seem very weird.

Price: 14 €

Rights sold to:
Greece
Portugal

But… appearances are deceitful. Who will get the job?
A picture book that teaches us to value true identity and
makes us think about what is weird and what is normal.
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Weird
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Marina Rodríguez
44 pages 32 x 22 cm
Hard cover
+ 5 years
ISBN: 978-84-17028-22-0
What most fascinating way to discover countries than
through their local holidays and celebrations. Across
the five continents, from St Patrick’s day in Ireland,
the Day of the Dead in Mexico to Carnaval in Italy and
Brazil and Chinese New Year, have fun celebrating and
answering the questions on every page!

Price: 17 €

Apila Ediciones

LET’S CELEBRATE!
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Nicolás Schuff &
Mariana Ruiz johnson
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish: 978-84-17028-13-8
ISBN English: 978-84-17028-18-3

Price: 14 €

Felix had lost his treasured scarf in the park.
It was long and red.
Where can it be?
Who has taken it?
The red scarf is a picture book created to help to
understand that change doesn’t mean loss.
And that anything that has been made out of love will
always remain with us. Even though our nearest and
dearest may sometimes have to move away, they will
eventually return.
The Red Scarf has been the winner of 2020 Fundación
Cuatrogatos Award.
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The Red Scarf
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Raquel Garrido & Roger Olmos
40 páginas 33 x 23 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-12-1

Chester is a very special bear.
He is an extraterrestrial bear.
Or maybe not.
Sometimes other people’s habits surprise us.
But that doesn’t mean we can’t friends,
the best of friends.
Chester was selected by OEPLI to represent Spain
at the Bratislava Biennial of 2019.

Price: 17 €
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Chester, the alien bear
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Pepe Serrano & Carole Hénaff
44 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-10-7
That circus has everythig you can imagine.
One marquee.
Two magician.
Three strongmen.
Four bulletmen.
And opened at five past six.
Price: 16 €

The best attraction was the Malay juggler.
Almond-shaped eyes, long ponytail and gold canine.
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Tadaaa!
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40 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-08-4
Harry is a hair ball like no other. He likes to look at his
best and spends two hours every morning, fixing each
strand of hair so that it is as perfectly messy as the day
before. In search of friends, he’s not very lucky however
and ends up being rejected everywhere he goes. But as
he will discover, one should never lose hope, there is
always someone somewhere waiting for us.
Price : 14 €

Hairy Harry has been the winning album of the 2018
Apila Primera Impresión.
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María Isabel Correa Velásquez
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Hairy Harry
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Edu Flores
72 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-06-0
Dog and Cat belong to two very different worlds: one
lives in the city and the other lives in the countryside.
What can a cat teach a dog? And a dog to a cat?
Will they learn something together? This story reminds
us of something we should never forget: to have a friend
is to have a treasure.
Price: 147€

Rights sold to:
Russia
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Like cat and dog
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Marina Hernández Ávila
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-17028-01-5
Lucas’s mom and dad are superheroes, or at least he
thinks so. They are always available to Lucas and are
capable of doing anything for him. How do they get those superpowers? Are your parents also superheroes?
Read this book carefully and you will discover how to
become a true superhero.
Price: 14 €

Rights sold to:
China
Spanish (EEAA)

Superlucas has been the winner of Premio Apila Primera Impresión 2017, dedicated to the best project from a
novel author.
SECOND EDITION
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Superlucas
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Pepe Serrano & Guridi
40 pages 27 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-943476-8-9
They are not 9, nor 8 nor 7.
Not even a small step for man. There are 10 steps.
Follow them to the letter. To start you can wrap the juicer, the television, the cat, a spoon or the coffee cup, the
shoe of the left foot and even this book.
Rights sold to:
Price: 16 €

Greece
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How to wrap a gift in 10 steps
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Edu Flores
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-943476-5-8
Willi is a green dog. He is very happy to be green. But a
day one important thing happened. Just as important,
so important that ... change his color forever. Willi is a
lucky dog, a dog in love.
Third revised edition of our first title: bigger and with
more illustrations.
Price: 15 €

Derechos vendidos en:
Coreano

3th EDITION

Apila Ediciones

Willi, the almost green dog
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Edu Flores
32 pages 34 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-937896-7-1

Sometimes we do not realise how stupid we have
been until we are out of our everyday environment.
This is what happens to this curious character: a
bird that makes the wonderful journey from ignorance to wisdom.
The bird of two cages was selected by OEPLI to
represent Spain at the Bratislava Biennial of 2015.
3ª EDICIÓN

Price: 17 €

Rights sold to:
China
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The bird of two cages
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Edu Flores
32 pages 34 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-939736-3-6
A story by Edu Flores that invites you to journey through
his childhood memories of his beloved Grandfather. A
Grandfather with a very special past and a talent for
telling incredible stories.
This story book is a collection of many different tales.
Stories that pass from generation to generation and
allow us to form fond memories of the loved ones who
once told them. Stories that skip between reality and
fiction and are illustrated from a child’s innocent perspective. It conveys the importance of traditional fables
as an educational tool for children.
Price: 17 €

This book was awarded the Golden Pinwheel Award,
(International Original Children’s Picture Book Award)
CCBF-Shanghai Children’s Book Fair 2013 (China)
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Fred Astaire’s shoes
and other incredible stories
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Daniel Nesquens & Edu Flores
40 pages 34 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 5 years
978-84-939736-9-8
The mother of Jack was closer to death than to life .
The doctor could not do anything. Neither could Jack
with his grieving. However he is a brave boy that does
not doubt in fighting with his ingenuity with a difficult
rival to beat.
With this book Edu Flores was awarded the Bronze
Medal in the best illustrator category at the Moonbeam
Children’s Books Awards 2015 (EEUU).
SECOND EDITION

Price: 17 €
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Jack’s mother
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Edu Flores
40 pages 33 x 23cm
Hard cover
+ 5 years
978-84-943476-7-2
What would happen if the salmon persecute the bears?
What if a writer forgot them?
all the vowels except the A?
What would happen if the numbers were not infinite?
What would happen?
An album of the reverse.

Price: 17 €
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What would happen?
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Natalia Kapatsoulia
34 pages 26,5 x 29 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-943476-1-0
Mom does a lot of things without me. Mom lives within
a balloon that wants to fly high and far. Then I get a
little scared because there are some balloons that
disappear when they fly high in the sky.

Price c/ IVA: 16 €
Price s/ IVA: 15,36 €

Derechos vendidos en:
Griego

Apila Ediciones

Mom wants to fly
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Ernesto Navarro
36 páginas 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-943476-4-1
Spidercat is a special cat.
It has a super power but he does not know. Just about
everyone is the same: we are special, different, unique... and we have at least a superpower.
What’s yours?
Price: 15 €

SECOND EDITION
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Spidercat
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Celeste Sánchez Demare
36 pages 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-943476-3-4
What animals think?
And the people?
Looking at the stars animals and people think
the same thing: on only one thing.
A story to think about what really matters.
Price: 15 €

Derechos vendidos en:
Griego
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Only one thing
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Ana Seixas
40 pages. 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
A partir de 2 años
978-84-939736-8-1

Price: 15 €

¡Corre, corre, run, run, hurry up hurry up!
A picture book in which words open way to the image.
The characters run and run chasing and are chased, but
why?
This book without texts is ideal for children that not
read still because they can reinvent the story every time
in different way.
RUN RUN was award-winning with a Honourable
Mention in the XVII Premio A la Orilla del Viento, 2013,
organized by Fondo de Cultura Económica, México.
2ª EDICIÓN
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RUN RUN
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H.C. Andersen & Dàlia Adillon
Narrated by: Raquel Garrido
36 pg. 23 x 25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-939736-7-4

Price: 14 €

Nobody had so much elegance, so many suits and so
much vanity like The Big Emperor. In their palace wardrobes he had more capes than a magicians convention,
more shirts than a musketeers parade and more shoes
than all the centipedes of the world together…
But he had not a very special clothes: The New
Emperor´S clothes.
A new version of the Andersen´s classical story from
funny words of Raquel Garrido and the fantastic illustration of Dàlia Adillon.
The new Emperor´s clothes has been the winner of
Premio Apila Primera Impresión 2014, dedicated to the
best project from a novel author.
SECOND EDITION
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The New Emperor´s
clothes.
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Marco Scalcione
36 pages 34 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 5 years
978-84-939736-6-7
The cloud approached. I was scared to death. Then she
grabbed me by the feet and put me over her head.
Do you ever feel enchanted by the scent of the rain
that falls on the grass? By the noise rain creates as
it cascades down? The same noise that gives you
company at night and when you were a child made you
less afraid of the dark.
A journey on a cloud is a story full of emotion.
A story with the aroma of freshly fallen rain.
Rights sold to:
Price: 17 €

China
Greece
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A journey on a cloud
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Alberto Gamón
32 páginas 23x25 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
ISBN Spanish:978-84-937896-9-5
ISBN catalan: 978-84-939736-0-5
Book that reviews the senses through music, art and
color. Alberto Gamón recreates, with his beautiful
illustrations, a wonderful chromatic walk through Art
Nouveau. The five senses are the vehicle in which we
travel, discovering their presence in language.

Price: 15 €

A joy for the senses.

ALBERTO GAMÓN
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Five musicians in the middle of
nowhere.
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Cristina Largo & Paloma Corral
32 páginas 34 x 24 cm
Hard cover
+ 3 years
978-84-939736-1-2
Emma is a strong and determined girl. Her eagerness
to experiment and her curiosity will make her get into
some “problems”. But, thanks to her determination and
the help of an unexpected friend, she will be able to find
the solution.

Price: 17 €
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Inside the whasing machine
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